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1 2010/9/16 Introduction
2 2010/9/23 Ch.1 Introduction to Constructions
3 2010/9/30 Ch. 1 Introduction to Constructions
4 2010/10/7 The interaction between verbs and constructions
5 2010/10/14 The interaction between verbs and constructions
6 2010/10/21 Surface generalizations
7 2010/10/28 denominal verbs, bue construction
8 2010/11/4 ka...hoo construction
9 2010/11/11 mid term (abstract of the paper due)
10 2010/11/18 Building verb meanings
11 2010/11/25 Building verb meanings & i reference in ka...hoo construction
14 2010/12/16 ditransitive: Hale & Keyser (1996)
15 2010/12/23 paper presenting group I
16 2010/12/30 paper presenting group II
17 2011/1/6 paper writing
18 2011/1/13 final term with two summaries (twenty pages total) or one term paper (fifteen pages)

requirements: powerpoint & presentation & class participation 30% summaries 30% term paper 40%

This class follows NCKU absence rules.